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5) Extract or unpack the Contents of the Archive. This will give you a folder named Age3Y with all the files you need to install the game. After unpacking the folder, navigate to the
folder and copy the file " Data2.cab ". You should be using Windows Explorer. OBS:. Solution 4 – Replace Disk3C.cab. Solução 4 - Replace Disk3C.cab –. Solução 5 – Download and
replace Disk3C.cab. This will replace everything at the beginning of disk3c.cab with the contents of the archive. A quick google search will provide the information on the appropriate
download. Select “ . Age of Empires 3. New World Scenario Pack 3.Age of Empires 3. The Asian Dynasties Expansion CD goes in the “AOE3Y” folder. The following file will be replaced:
"Disk3C~1.cab". Cab files: We include a feature to force the installation of (or not) the CAB files. Old or new, specific or not, we know this is all your data! This is a template, to be filled,
if you don't have your data in a CAB file, you will not have installation problems. Solution 3 – Test the installation. Go to your game folder and rename the file "age3y.exe" to "age3y.exe.
This will replace everything at the beginning of disk3c.cab with the contents of the archive. Solution 4 – Replace Disk3C.cab. Solução 4 - Replace Disk3C.cab –. Solução 5 – Download
and replace Disk3C.cab. This will replace everything at the beginning of disk3c.cab with the contents of the archive. A quick google search will provide the information on the
appropriate download. Select “ . 4) Copy the gamedata folder from the AA_Spyz.ddt file. The folder is named "AOE_gamedata" (not like the install pack files).  5) After this process is
finished, the downloaded AA_Spyz.ddt file should be available to replace Disk3C. 10) Copy the "TFTilt.cab" file from the "Data2.cab" file and name it "TFTilt.
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